
 
 

 

 

Webinars:
7/9: Expedite Your M&A: Integrate Your Identity Infrastructure with RadiantOne FID
7/23: Provide a Complete, Integrated View of Identity Data for Your Identity Provider

White Paper:
Fast-Track Your M&A

Conference:
6/15 - 8/6: Identiverse Virtual

Starting an M&A, IGA deployment, or any digital transformation initiative without a baseline single view of
identity is like trying to build a house on a rocky foundation—things crumble fast.

In a distributed identity environment, IT teams scramble to maintain multiple authoritative sources, and
create static identity repositories one after the other to manage digital services. Aside from this being far
from a seamless user experience (think: being asked to log in multiple times, not receiving access to
mission critical apps), this also leads to poor visibility and a backdoor for cybercrime. This month, learn
how to create a durable, flexible architecture that boosts ROI and speeds your M&A, regardless of where
your identity is stored, and hear customers tell it firsthand at Identiverse!

 

WEBINAR:
Expedite Your M&A: Integrate Your Identity Infrastructure with RadiantOne FID

Providing secure access to all constituents after a large scale merger often takes years—if ever completed
at all. Join to hear how companies who integrate identities using RadiantOne FID can achieve a single
“source of truth” from diverse identity systems, typically in days or weeks.

Date: Thursday, July 9, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern
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Schedule a demo

REGISTER

 

WEBINAR:
Provide a Complete, Integrated View of Identity Data for Your Identity Provider

Today’s enterprises are managing increasingly complex hybrid and Cloud environments, and the growing
complexity of connections between applications and identity sources can quickly become a bottleneck to
business initiatives and security. Join to learn how we simplify the creation of a common source of identity
for your IdP across multiple silos — changing chaos into clarity for mission-critical applications.

Date: Thursday, June 23, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern

REGISTER

 

CONFERENCE:
Identiverse Virtual

Identiverse has been illuminating. If you missed it, check out our on-demand session on how Verizon
Media, formed after acquiring AOL and Yahoo’s businesses, allowed over 1,000 applications to
authenticate and get complete user profiles without any customization through RadiantOne FID.

And, look for our next session on Tuesday, July 14: “Battling Repetition & Inefficiency: How the State
of CO Logically Consolidated Identities Across 17 State Agencies.”

JOIN FOR FREE

 

WHITE PAPER:
Fast-Track Your M&A: Easily Integrate New User Populations with FID

What if you could...

achieve a single view of identity after a #merger in just days?
ensure day one access to your ERP, Workday, Salesforce?
quickly add and erase users for years after said acquisition?
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